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When you move from place to place and try to fit furniture and equipment from your old office into your new one, sometimes you run into problems. Today's striking work space highlights a great change before and after makeup. Lifehacker reader Dave Bach carried out his small study with some fresh paint, new window treatments, and an awesome custombuilt desk. He writes: My research is a poorly placed place - I simply implanted the same design from my former home into the new room - it doesn't feel spacious, and although it has plenty of storage, it's always full and feels cluttered. The radiator was under the desk so I always kicked it or got my feet hot. I suffer from back pain from sitting at low desks all
day, and the computer sounds like a jet engine whenever you open an app. When the screen is backed up to the window, I always fight to see the screen as it will be shadowed by any external light that enters. So I bought a new computer and decided I needed a new desk to go along with it. After looking a lot, but did not find anything that would fit the bill
(good height, ability to conceal all wires and unsal used gadgets, etc.), I decided to build my own. It needed to make the room feel more spacious, while keeping all the useful files, utilities, wires, etc., that I needed. I want to move my old PS3 to study too, so that the quieter slim can take over the iPlayer and streaming tasks in the lounge. Any extra space
gained would be used to put a nice chair so I could play my guitar and PS3 in peace. I was itching to start a wooden work course, but it was always cancelled at the last minute - so my wooden work skills are pretty much what you see is what you get - there's no funky pigeon tail here - it's basic butt joints, pine , and MDF all the way! The new set looks great
and with enough flair the design belongs to a magazine. Great work, Dave, and a great example of how a little SELF-made magic gets you exactly what you want and how you want it. Check in advance, in progress, and after the image below: If you have a workspace of your own to show off, throw the picture on your Flickr account and add it to the
Lifehacker Workspace Show and Tell Pool. Includes some details about your setup and why it works for you, and you can only see it featured on the front page of Lifehacker.Before and After: The Tiny Study [Lifehacker Workspace Show and Tell Pool] DescriptionWith the continuing progress of digitization, more and businesses more have relied on the power
of complex networks and systems for project delivery. CompTIA 62-hour plan provide you with educational courses for CompTIA Linux+ (XK0-004) and CompTIA Network+ (N10-007) taught and presented by leading industry experts. If you're planning on boosting your career at higher levels of IT, these courses may be just the right courses for you. CompTIA
Linux+ (XK0-004) CompTIA Linux+, updated current trends, confirming the Linux skills needed in today's technological environment. Leading Linux instructors Ross Brunson and William Rothwell, this course will help you identify weak areas and improve both your conceptual knowledge and practical skills. Practice an organized test preparation routine
through the use of proven hardware &amp; technical elements. System configuration Learn about Linux troubleshooting &amp; diagnostics Learn about system operations &amp; maintenance along with CompTIA Network+ security measures and operations (N10-007) Network+ certification research guide will teach you the basics of network technology
installation, configuration, and troubleshooting and help you develop your career in network governance. It will provide you with the knowledge and skills necessary to design &amp; implement network functions, segment network traffic, troubleshoot problems, assist in creating virtualization networks and more. Description of the features of various network
&amp; product protocols for LAN, WANs and Wireless Networks Understand the functions &amp; features of TCP/IP addresses and protocols Identify threats to network security &amp; appropriate countermeasures and controls Network cable installation &amp; configuration and network management, monitoring &amp; troubleshooting devices Guidelines
Established in 2003 under parent company XpertSkills, iCollege is one of the most trusted markets in E-Learning. Our dedication transcends mere content – we only offer learning products from the best suppliers and suppliers globally so that you have a wide selection of educational courses designed to equip you with success. Based in stunning South
Africa, our distribution company spans 3 continents with employees in USA, India and of course, South Africa. Our customers call more than 120 countries home. We are proud to say that iCollege is trusted by leading organizations in major technology centers, including Silicon Valley, to train and equip employees with the best possible things. Whether
partnering with Fortune 500 companies or as part of an individual's journey towards career development, we are committed to the success of everyone who trusts us as their source for education and training. Important Details How long users can access this course: lifetime access options: desktop &amp; Mobile completion certificate includes completion
deadline: redeem your code within 30 days of purchase Update includes the required level of experience: requires beginners Any device with basic specifications The License Terms are not deemed to be able to be returned to store credit within 30 days of purchase. Once Your permission is redeemed, all sales are final. An independent, reliable guide to
online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Dedicated Independent, Reliable Guide to Online Education for Over 22 22 Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Campbellsville University offers an online General Research Affiliate Program, a liberal arts
degree program designed for students who wish to earn their own scheduled degree. This program is ideal for students with careers or personal needs who are not met by another program as well as those who want to study a variety of topics to help discover their calling. The curriculum provides a broad foundation while exploring various topics including
business administration, Christian studies, word communication and communication between individuals, English composition and psychology. This flexible program has diverse perspectives in a Christian university that prepares students to become Christian servant leaders. Graduates will complete courses in the core subject areas of the curriculum, choose
from any discipline to best meet their interests and goals, and learn skills that can be used for entry-level positions in a variety of fields or pursue a bachelor's degree.% Online 100% Online High School or EQUIVALENT ACT/SATOfficial High School Transcript/GED ScoreAdditional InfoIf you transfer less than 24 hours of credit, an ACT score report or
official SAT. Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; College Approved, LLC All Rights Reserved Last updated on December 10, 2020 Someone walks over, introduces himself and raises his hand in front of you. How do you know what you're going to do next? The answer comes from learning to observe. If this is the first time you've seen this behavior, you
won't have a clue what to do. If you come from an Oriental culture, you can go bow your head towards this person; you know what to do because from childhood you have observed many adults shake hands. Observation study is a theory of learning in psychology that describes how we learn by viewing and imitating others. In this article, we'll look at what
observation learning really is and how it helps you learn and grow. What is observation learning? Young children learn many of their behaviors and manifestations through observation. We choose basic things like walking, playing, gestures, facial expressions and body position through observation learning. In the 1970s, psychologist Albert Bandura outlined a
four-stage process of how observation studies occur: Attention: Pay attention to something in the environment. Retention: Recall what was noticed (memory). Reproduction: Copy or imitate what you notice. Motivation: Get consolidation or punishment from the environment to complete the behavior (or not). Neuroses provide more evidence. Neurons fire
when an animal is active and another animal observes, as if the neurons in one brain are reflecting the patterns of another brain. Results? You make a funny face at a baby, and the baby starts to imitate the behavior by same funny face. What affects the study of observation observations does not always happen, so it is essential to understand the conditions
in place when it occurs. When are we more likely to imitate others? It happens when: You doubt yourself and your abilities. You are confused or in an unfamiliar environment. You are in a position of administration, as a boss, leader, or celebrity. Someone similar to you in some way: hobby, age or social class. You see someone getting rewards and penalties
for their behavior. For example, let's say four people go out to an up-to-end restaurant. One frequents this type of restaurant, but this is the first time for three other individuals. People who feel comfortable in this environment know what to do: when and where to place nape, how to set up an activity location, and how to communicate with waiting staff.
Because she knows what to do in this situation, she is competent. The rest of her company is in an unfamiliar environment, and when we don't know how to behave, we tend to look around and observe other people's behavior. Somehow, we know who to observe by picking up subtle signals. Without having to think about it, the rest of the party
subconsciously looked around and began to distinguish who the expert was and what she was doing. This type of process frequently occurs throughout our development and the rest of our lives. How observational learning supports learning observing your personal development often occurs subconsciously in social situations. That is, our basic need to
belong to, or match, drives us to adapt our behavior to the actions of others. However, the real power of observing learning comes from making this process active and conscious. Once you understand how observation learning works, you can choose to apply it in ways that support your personal and professional development. ModelingModeling is another
term for observing learning. Let's say you want to be an expert speaker. Start by finding a few speakers that you believe are skilled and see what they do. Pay attention to how they hold themselves, when they pause, and the points they emphasize. Are they using slides, images, sounds, and gestures to transfer their points? Modeling the success of others is
probably the fastest way to enhance your game and progress rapidly in your development. Shadowing At work, observing learning is often referred to as shadowing. By tracking an experienced employee for a period of time, you will naturally learn how to perform the tasks that this person performs each This process works efficiently in the sales environment,
too. Apprenticeships If you study masters of any field, you quickly know that they have great teachers or masters that they have learned. In Mastery, author Robert Greene points out that people who reach the level of in any field, learn rigorous craft to absorb the secret knowledge of people with many years of experience. Similarly, in The Talent Code, Daniel
Coyle emphasizes that anyone who nurtures talent has a master coach who knows how to break things up and teach things in a way that accelerates learning. So if there are any areas of your life that you are looking to master in, which you can form an apprenticeship? In this article, you can learn more about apprenticeships in the workplace: What is
apprenticeship and what value can it bring to your career? Hijack your behavior Our brains, in many ways, like sponges in which we absorb what we observe. While learning this observation can be a powerful tool for our personal development and development, it can also be a destructive force. Consider all the bad behavior we witnessed when we were
children (and still today): The list goes on. And yes, we have also observed and absorbed these patterns of behavior from our parents, teachers, family members, and friends. We also apply the behavior we observe on television and in the media. Studies show, for example, that adolescents who watched a lot of sexual content were more likely to start having
sex soon after. Does this mean watching violent movies will make you act violently? Not necessarily, but these images are printed in our unconscious and often later express themselves under the right conditions. Here's the bottom line: Be very aware of the media you consume and who you spend your time with. Our minds are like computer hardware, and
what we observe is like software. Choose positive and life support software if you want your brain to imitate it! 5 Ways to Use Observation Learning to Your Advantage Here are five tips to make observing learning work for you: 1. Be highly selective about what, who, and when you observe remember, learning observations are taking place whether we like it
or not. To harness this powerful force, consciously choose who you are observing and modeling and in what context. For example, if you know someone who's productive in their work, ask to follow them. However, keep in mind that this individual can be a completely different person when they are not working, so pay attention to the patterns of behavior you
are absorbing. 2. Pay attention to the details Those who gain mastery in any area of their life do so by mastering the fundamentals and then constantly improving at a more subtle level. For inexperienced eyes, it is often difficult to notice what they do differently. In the case of Negotiate, for example, a skilled negotiator who knows how and when to disarm
other players. Sometimes these skills express themselves in instinct, so you can get on with the details in personal behavior even without knowing they are doing in the process of observing learning. 3. Maintain a playful attitude Many of the conditioned to believe that severity is a valuable quality for learning. Psychologist Abraham Maslow, however, finds
that self-actualizing individuals, or individuals with positive mental health, tend to have a more naïve, playful attitude when they are learning and developing. Research also shows that we learn ten times faster in areas that are interesting to us. So stay curious, open- minded, and ready to learn. 4. Practicing what you observe in your mind study shows that
practicing specific patterns of movement in our mind's eyes can help our brain encode desirable actions and behaviors. Many of the highest-performance athletes and musicians use this innovative form of visualization training. Visual practice is extremely powerful when you do it just before bedtime so that your subconscious can process in pictures while you
sleep. 5. Don't just observe; Do To make the learning bar observe, you must also do whatever it is you are observing. Many companies combine experienced employees with practical training to accelerate learning and development. In the personal development space, observed learning is often referred to as modeling the success of others. Here are three
questions to get you started right now: What skills and behaviors do you want to learn? Who already possesses these skills and behaviors? How can you start modeling these individuals immediately? Take a look around and identify people and places that can help you get started with learning to observe purposely. Learn more about LearningFeatured photo
credit: Tyler Nix via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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